INTRODUCTION

There are numerous possible ways in which society, through government, can set the rules under which artistic works are produced. In most countries, governments have provided a property right to the producer of the creative work, with that property right being known as copyright. Copyright regulation by a government is generally acknowledged to have first originated with the Statue of Anne in 1710. The U.S. Constitution contains a clause that provides for ownership, for a limited time, to artists.  

Here I wish to discuss the affirmative case for copyright, which I believe to be a strong one. The case for copyright is strong, due in part to the limited nature of what is granted by copyright. Contrary to what is claimed by many analysts, copyright provides only a property right over a creative work. As this Article will show, it does not provide a monopoly in the economic sense of indicating the presence of market power. The frequent claim that copyright provides a monopoly conflates the nominal monopoly over an item that all ownership, by definition, provides, with an actual economic monopoly.

By providing a property right, copyright allows the market to determine which creative items will be rewarded (through paid consumption) and, therefore, allows the market to influence which creative works are produced. There is no way, other than with a property right, to let the market determine the prices and quantities of creative works consumed and produced—in spite of various proposals that attempt to use several types of information to “mimic” the behavior of markets. Simply put, there is no way to determine the amount of money that should be spent on creative works other than by using the market, and the workings of markets require a property right, such as copyright.

The only economic distinction between artistic works and other more typical economic goods is that creative works have the property of being non-
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rivalrous. Non-rivalry implies that the market will not produce the “ideal” number of copies for any given work, opening the door to the possibility that some method of production, other than the market, might lead to a superior result. It is quite clear, however, that no practical system will lead to the ideal consumption or production of non-rivalrous goods. And just because the market is imperfect is no reason to believe that non-market alternatives will be any better.

Not only does the property right bestowed upon creators have economically valuable attributes, but it also provides a strong dose of what are often called “moral rights,” which are often thought to trump economic efficiency. Copyright allows the producers of creative works to reap the rewards that come from their own efforts, providing a basis for ownership rights that seems stronger than that for other forms of property.

Copyright, therefore, has characteristics that tend to enhance economic efficiency as well as establish a strong moral basis for the ownership it provides. It is thus something of a mystery why copyright has had such a hostile reception among academic analysts.

I. COPYRIGHT, OWNERSHIP, AND MONOPOLY

Everyone that enjoys private property rights over any item of property has a nominal monopoly over that item. For example, to the extent that property rights are respected and enforced, I have monopoly control of the automobile that I own, over the smartphone that I own, and over my person. Ownership allows me and only me (subject to legal limitations) to determine how the item in question is used. In other words, I have monopoly control over the item in question. This aspect of property can be thought of as a nominal monopoly, and it exists for all private property.

However, this nominal monopoly does not, in general, provide an economic monopoly. Much to my chagrin, my auto does not provide me an economic monopoly in transportation, nor does my cell phone provide me an economic monopoly in telecommunications.

That is not to say that ownership plays no role in the exercise of monopoly power. Obviously, in a world where property rights are enforced, legal ownership or authority is a necessary condition for the sale of any and all products, monopolized or not. Thus a monopolist must have a property right over the product being sold. What makes a monopolist different than other
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sellers, however, is that the monopolist happens to sell products without the hindrance of competitors.

If I own the property rights to all of the world’s oil, then my ownership of the oil allows the exercise of monopoly power in the oil market. My ownership of the oil is a requirement for this monopoly, but it is not the key ingredient establishing an economic monopoly. Owning all of the oil is the required condition for an economic monopoly over oil.

This distinction between the nominal monopoly brought about by ownership, and an economic monopoly requiring a lack of competitors, is one that has been made by proponents of copyright many times over many generations. An early mention comes from Thomas Huxley (“Darwin’s bulldog”), in 1877:

[S]o that in my apprehension the application of the word “monopoly” to persons who possess rights under the copyright law is an entire mistake; it is merely a contrivance arising out of the peculiar nature of book property, to put that property upon the same footing as other kinds of property.  

But in many discussions of copyright, there is no such understanding. The contrasting claim is repeatedly made, and often by learned individuals, that copyright is a monopoly. Even defenders of copyright often fall into the trap of referring to it as the “copyright monopoly.” For example, Thomas Babington Macaulay, famous, among other reasons, for his parliamentary speeches on copyright, was a supporter of copyright, although he did not want it to last longer than the life of the author. Nevertheless, he seemed to believe that copyright was a monopoly. In 1841 he said “[c]opyright is monopoly, and produces all the effects which the general voice of mankind attributes to monopoly.” This view has been embraced by numerous individuals, including politicians and economists, particularly those with views antithetical to copyright. The copyright critic and economist Arnold Plant favorably quotes Macaulay in his own criticism of copyright. A recent example of the conflation between copyright and monopoly is the 2008 book Against Intellectual Monopoly by Boldrin and Levine, referring to copyright (and patent). There are numerous other cases where copyright is proclaimed to be equivalent to a monopoly.
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This view of copyright as monopoly exists in spite of the fact that copyright does not limit the number of competing works, or the degree to which those competing works can be similar to the copyrighted work. In the language of economics, “free entry” is allowed, under copyright. The only restriction imposed by copyright is that the competing works cannot have been copied from the copyrighted work. All other independent creation is allowed, even if it leads to the exact same work being created. Because copyright does not restrict in any way, the production and sale of other similar, independent creations, it provides no monopoly power, but only ownership. Free entry is the condition in competitive markets that allows profits to be brought to competitive levels and markets to achieve their optimum theoretical qualities.

A critic of this analysis might say that copyright allows free entry to exist de jure, but not de facto. It could be argued that in the instance of the monopoly over oil, anyone is free to drill for oil on any land whatsoever, but that this is only a mirage of free entry that does not make the oil market competitive, if the only oil is found under the land of but a single individual.

Such a criticism gets to the nub of the reason that so many analysts insist that copyright is a monopoly in spite of the fact that free entry exists, in principle. Like the oil, which is not uniformly spread around underground, not every potential creator has the same abilities to create the same quality work. As much as we might want it to not be the case, no one in the last handful of centuries has had the ability to create plays of the same quality as William Shakespeare, although many have tried. There exist numerous examples where chimerical free entry does not seem to lead to the actual entry of competing works, nor to the removal of all monopoly profits in such markets.

Analysts rightly believe that monopolies exist in copyright industries, and they ascribe those monopolies to copyright—for without copyright, those monopolies would not exist. But it is incorrect to ascribe those monopolies to copyright. It is not the property right that creates monopolies, although a property right is indeed required. In the case of physical products, we would not argue that all property rights should be eliminated simply because some property rights are used in the creation of monopolies. Similarly, we should not argue for the elimination of property rights over creative works—copyright—just because some copyrighted works are monopolies. That would be throwing out the baby with the bathwater.

Individuals with an unusual level of talent might earn monopoly rents, but others can nonetheless freely attempt to produce similar products. This is true throughout the economy. Apple and Google earn unusually high returns
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because other firms were not able to produce equivalently desired products. Great athletes, successful businessmen, famous actors, and even leading academics, earn monopoly rents. But society does not seem to worry about removing their monopolies; instead, we celebrate these individuals for the unusual talents that they have, which also benefit society even as they benefit the talented individuals. Although we might have expected the same respect to be given to successful authors and composers, at least in the academic literature where these topics are discussed, the rents earned by successful artists are generally abhorred. Of course, in the academic realm, it is possible that a “social justice” mentality dictates that we should be against any extra payment for any extra talent possessed by anyone (except, perhaps, for said individual). I have discussed this topic, in more detail, in an earlier paper. Nevertheless, whatever stance one takes regarding whether monopoly rents should be removed from individuals with unusual talent, this source of monopoly (the talent) should not be confused with the ownership (copyright) that allows these talents to be commercialized.

Edmund Kitch rightly complained in 2000 that economists and lawyers were still failing to make the elementary and fundamental distinction between ownership and monopoly in the case of intellectual property, exhibiting one of what he called “elementary” and “persistent” errors. This distinction between monopoly and ownership continues to be misunderstood by many.

II. PROPERTY RIGHTS ARE REQUIRED FOR MARKETS TO ARISE

Copyright provides a property right to the creators of new works. The existence of tradeable property rights over goods allows the use of markets, which is an extremely advantageous feature that is often underrated because those in the West take the workings of markets for granted. The alternatives to markets are not pretty—autarky production, communal production, or
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government production. The twentieth century’s trash bin of history is littered with the relics of governments (and the broken dreams of their populations) that tried to suppress or replace the workings of markets. Direct government control of the means of production was tried in numerous countries. The results were nothing short of dreadful, from a productivity vantage, even ignoring the restrictions on freedom that were generally a by-product of this form of production. Economic regulation, which usually suppresses some aspect of the market, is not as harmful as direct government production, but it is generally understood that regulation is often undertaken for political purposes, and often imposes large costs on the economy, frequently with little or no offsetting social gain.

As a general rule, reliance on markets tends to lead to production of products that consumers wish to consume, at a low production cost. That is because markets reward producers who can produce products enjoyed by consumers, while keeping costs down. Countries that have relied upon markets, or have switched from other forms of production to markets, have achieved far greater levels of overall wealth than countries that have not. China’s move toward markets in the 1990s, which led to sustained levels of very high economic growth after decades of stagnation, is one but the most obvious case. Venezuela’s abandonment of markets under Hugo Chavez and Nicolas Maduro has led to a recent economic catastrophe in a country that had previously been prosperous, to say nothing of the economic basket cases of Cuba or North Korea.
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Markets, and the price and quantity information that they provide, sort through the competing plans of producers and consumers in a way that provides incentives for producers to increase or decrease production in a manner which, under fairly general conditions, leads to an improvement in resource allocation. There is no substitute for markets when it comes to divining whether output should increase or decrease. Similarly, markets are the mechanisms through which consumers reveal which products they want, voting with their dollars to select those products that they are most interested in purchasing. And this is all done with decentralized decision makers. No one person determines or calculates the prices that are derived in markets. Nor can the prices and quantities that are determined in market be predicted with any precision, as revealed in futures markets since those markets consist of individuals betting against one another about the size and direction of the price of a product sometime in the future.

It should be noted that many of the benefits of markets accrue whether those markets are competitive or not. A monopolist might not produce the ideal level of output, but it still has an incentive to be efficient in keeping production costs low and to produce what consumers desire, in order to maximize profits. If the monopolist is not protected by government, the monopolist has an incentive to keep competitors at bay, which not only implies efficiency in terms of production costs, but also some level of pricing that would be lower than what a protected (full) monopolist would charge. 31

The difference in efficiency between monopoly and competition, in terms of price and quantity, is likely to be miniscule compared to the difference between market and non-market production. And regarding innovation, the most important component of economic growth, it is not even entirely clear that competition leads to greater innovation than monopoly, although intuition tends to imply that it would. 32

Innovation, the most important ingredient for progress, is more likely to occur under market control than under government control. How many new products, new medicines, or new technologies came from the old Soviet Union, or the old China, or the current Cuba or North Korea, abjuring, as they
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did, any reliance on markets for most production? The answer is self-evident. Contrast that with South Korea, Taiwan, or Singapore, all countries equally poor at the end of the Second World War.

The above paragraphs are obviously making a general point about how markets improve the functioning of economies. Does the fact that markets enhance economic welfare relative to alternatives mean that we should want a market for creative works? If the answer is yes, then the works need to have property rights (copyrights) so that markets can be enabled to determine which works are produced and consumed. Although it cannot be said definitively that creative works are best produced in markets, the burden of proof should be on those claiming that removing ownership would enhance economic efficiency.

### III. THE IMPACT OF NON-RIVALRY

The only important economic distinction between creative works and other economic goods is that creative works have the property of being non-rivalrous—meaning that the work doesn’t get “used up” when it is consumed. Because it does not get used up, the same “unit” of a good (say, a particular song) can, in principle, be consumed by anyone, whereas more...
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typical rivalrous goods where any “unit” that is consumed means that other consumers do not have access to that particular unit.\footnote{36}

The attribute of non-rivalry implies that market prices, which normally serve the useful function of rationing scarce goods among many potential customers in favor of those willing to pay the most,\footnote{37} no longer exist once the creative work is produced. The characteristic of scarcity for copies of the non-corporeal artistic work no longer applies. Nor is the typical demand curve, representing the (horizontal addition of) values that consumers have for copies of the creative works, the correct analytical apparatus to use when analyzing supply and demand in the markets for creative works (titles).

Instead, the demand for a specific creative work is just a single point representing one unit (the creation) of the product, with the height of the demand being the (vertical) summation of the values of all the potential users of that work. In other words, if the aggregate social value of all potential users for that work is greater than the cost of creating the work, then it is economically efficient to produce the work. For non-rivalrous goods, ideal consumption requires that all potential consumers actually consume the item, since extra units or copies are not scarce (at least once the original unit is created). Of course, any marginal costs of distribution or printing, which were unavoidable prior to digitization and the Internet, would have been needed to be paid in some fashion, normally by the consumer. Furthermore, it was expected that at least some authors would need to be compensated to induce them to create the work in the first place.

These various conditions for efficient production and consumption are generally inconsistent with one another. For efficient production, creators must be paid the opportunity cost required for them to create the work, as long as the value created by consumption of the work is greater than this cost. Efficient consumption requires that no potential consumers are priced out of the market.\footnote{38} Thus, the only theoretical market that can meet both conditions is one where a different price is charged to each customer, and where those prices are the highest prices that the consumers are willing to pay to purchase copies of the artistic work. A market with these characteristics is described as one of perfect price discrimination.\footnote{39} This is the only idealized market that would achieve the efficient production and consumption of non-rivalrous
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goods. But such a market is impractical because no seller has the means or capability to be a perfect price discriminator. In markets without the possibility of price discrimination, the only single price that allows all potential consumers to consume the product is zero (plus whatever other costs might be required to have copies of the work delivered to consumers). A price of zero for the work itself, however, does not provide any revenue with which to pay the author. We are led to the inevitable conclusion that markets cannot achieve the ideal solution for the production of non-rivalrous goods. Therefore copyright, which relies on markets, cannot achieve the ideal result for the works that it protects. It is imperfect.

A second-best situation is often mentioned when price discrimination is not possible. That would be the implementation of a copyright duration—different for each artistic work—that allows the author to just cover his opportunity cost, after which the copyright expires and the title would enter the public domain. If demands and costs in these markets could be predicted, only those book titles, for example, that could generate revenues (net of marginal production costs) sufficient to cover the authors’ opportunity costs would be produced. This is a “second best” because there are still inefficiencies. The price for copies of any book whose author required remuneration would be above the average cost of copying and distribution, and some consumers with positive values for copies of the title would be priced out of the market (until the item enters the public domain). Similarly, some titles whose value is potentially greater than the opportunity cost of the creator will not be written because the revenues (net of production costs) in the market for copies of a title would be less than the potential value to readers. This is because some readers are ‘priced out’ of the market, and because the single profit maximizing price in the market allows non-priced-out readers to retain “consumer surplus” that otherwise would have flowed to the author if the publishers were perfectly discriminating monopolists.

But even this second-best solution is not achievable since we do not know the opportunity cost of every creator and thus cannot have a different copyright length for each work.

However, it has been suggested that alternatives to markets that could provide superior results might exist. Many alternatives have been proposed. One such possibility would be to have the government pay creators to create
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works and then provide those works to the public free of charge.\textsuperscript{43} This would seem to avoid the problem of inefficient consumption, but other problems remain.\textsuperscript{44}

Specifically, there are three problems with having the government in charge of determining the amount of payments for individual creative works as well as the total amount of overall payment.\textsuperscript{45}

First, if the last hundred years of replacing markets with government is any indication, we cannot be sanguine about the government even attempting to pursue an efficient choice of payments. Governments generally make choices for political reasons. The government will most likely have a set of favorite creators, as well as disfavored creators, and it will try to move payments from the latter to the former. It seems naïve to expect otherwise. Some analysts have tried to suggest the creation of “systems,” where a set of rules prevent governments from making choices based on political tastes.\textsuperscript{46} But it is impossible to shackles politicians, since they always have the power to change government. So even if it were possible with the right managers to have a system that could lead to better results than the imperfect market, the reality is likely to be far worse because the managers cannot be independent of the politicians, which would be akin to the capture theory of regulatory control.

Second, even if we could have angelic individuals running the government, it is not clear how a government run system would go about trying to determine the overall amount of payment. Although the revenue stream in markets occurs naturally (without any intervention), there is no way to accurately predict how a market will change over time as conditions elsewhere in the economy, including potential changing tastes on the part of consumers, occur. As more time passes from the initial appointment of the government to fund creators, the total amount of payment is likely to move further away from an “efficient” payment amount since the efficient payment amount is likely to change from its initial level and the government is likely to have little knowledge about how much payments would change—or even know the direction of the change. Thus, it is unlikely that even a well-intentioned

\textsuperscript{44} See id. at 541–44; WILLIAM W. FISHER, PROMISES TO KEEP: TECHNOLOGY, LAW, AND THE FUTURE OF ENTERTAINMENT 241–46 (2004).
\textsuperscript{45} See generally Liebowitz, supra note 4, at 46–48 (discussing the problems of trying to replace the market).
\textsuperscript{46} WW Fisher, among others, has proposed that music be funded by the government with the proceeds being distributed based on estimates of usage by the public. See FISHER, supra note 44, at 200–03. At the time, downloads from servers would have been the method to determine which songs deserved most payment. These days the number of listens on streaming services might be the choice used to determine the payout. But see Liebowitz, supra note 4, at 46–48 (pointing out that even if an efficient distribution of the money can be approximated, which only works when the unobserved market price of the individual items are not too different from one another, there is no good mechanism to determine the overall size of the pot of money to be distributed to producers of creative works).
government could come remotely close in relating its total payments to an efficient level, over a long period of time.

Third, there is no way for the government to allow some books to have higher payments per unit (awarded to the author/publisher, since the point of the government takeover is to reduce the price that consumers pay to zero) than others, short of a simple rule of thumb related perhaps to the subject matter or the length of the book. Markets let publishers pay differential prices so that some authors get a much higher payout per page than others.

Therefore, even though the market will not produce the optimal level of non-rivalrous good, that is in part because there is no feasible way to produce the optimal level of such goods. Although the government might improve on one aspect of the product (consumption of those works that are created), the particular choice of works created, the payments to authors, and the total number of works created are likely to be very far from optimal. Unlike a market, which would likely track the direction of the “efficient” result over time, even if not ideal itself, the government payments would not track the market and almost certainly would lead to a less efficient solution as time passed.

IV. THE MORAL RIGHTS OF CREATORS

Moral rights do not play much of a role in economic analysis, although they often play a large role in the way that society judges particular economic transactions.47 Thus, there are many potential transactions (markets) that clearly fit the economic classification of welfare enhancing—due to voluntary nature of transactions—but where society has tried to prevent such transactions. The selling of body parts (e.g., kidneys), allowing payments to influence the adoption of children, and vices such as gambling, drugs, prostitution, and so forth, are the types of transaction to which I refer. Government restrictions on these potential markets are not universally agreed upon, however.48 Libertarians, among others, would disagree with all the restrictions just mentioned.49

On the other hand, some market restrictions currently enjoy near universal agreement—although even this has not always been true. Slavery, for example, is a potential market that is universally frowned upon. And although economists played a role in helping to bring about the demise of slavery as a

49 See id. at 1433–34.
system, it was not due to economic analysis showing that slavery was inefficient, but instead, to moral factors. After all, who now would argue for a return to slavery, even if it were somehow demonstrated that the overall wealth of society would be increased by reinstituting slavery? Even indentured servitude, which was a voluntary contract, is no longer allowed in most countries, in spite of the fact that both parties to the contract expected to benefit from it.

Moral “justice” often outweighs economic benefits, at least as far as our professed preferences are concerned, when the two are in conflict. Economic efficiency plays a secondary role when there are other, supposedly more important precepts, in opposition to it.

One precept that carries force with many analysts, particularly those following in the Lockean tradition, is that people should own the fruits of their labor. In the instance of creative works, the intellectual case for ownership rights belonging to the creator are extremely strong. In most occurrences, creative works are produced by individuals or small groups, where the individual contributions are relatively easy to disentangle. And in many instances, the capital used to help create the work is owned or rented by the creator(s), thus making it easy to award the entire return to the creator(s). The paradigmatic example is the author with a pen, typewriter, or keyboard, working alone, on his manuscript.

Compare this to owners of a property such as land. The land owner certainly did not create the land. At best, the owner combines his efforts with the attributes of the land to improve the land. And oftentimes, the owner of land purchased it already relatively improved. The same is true for many other forms of property. Ownership of physical goods is supported and taken for granted, even when the individuals treat the ownership as a mere fiduciary activity, far removed from the fruits of any labors.

Looked at in this way, the case for awarding ownership for artistic works to their creators is stronger than the case for most physical objects to be treated as property. Yet ownership rights over artistic properties, known as copyright, are often treated, by copyright analysts hostile to copyright, as “gifts” from the government to the producers of creative works, with the focus being solely on whether ownership is required to induce creation of the

50 See Thomas Carlyle, *Occasional Discourse on the Negro Question*, FRASER’S MAG. FOR TOWN & COUNTRY, Feb. 1849, at 527, 530–31 (coining the term “dismal science” in his initially anonymous work critical of economics, of supply and demand, and of the anti-slavery writings of many prominent economists).
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work or not. But this represents the logic of economic efficiency only, and ignores the moral right to ownership over artistic works.

The discussion of a real-world case illustrates the difference between moral rights and efficiency. Mike Scherer (2008) reports that the great opera composer, Verdi, considered the writing of operas to be “drudgery,” and that he reduced his writing of operas after a change in copyright law greatly magnified his income from his already written operas. The decrease in later drudgery would be viewed as his just desert for writing the large number of popular operas earlier in his career, by those who believe in Verdi’s moral rights to own his works. But the fact that the creative works are the fruit of his labor is entirely irrelevant to efficiency theories.

Instead, the focal point of efficiency theorists is the decrease in his output as his income from old works increases. If copyright does not induce new creative works from Verdi, analysts such as Boldrin and Levine apparently think it a good idea to deny him ownership of the operas, because doing otherwise allowed Verdi to escape the drudgery of writing more operas, a drudgery Boldrin and Levine apparently believe that Verdi should have continued to bear so that that opera fans would benefit from his greater output. It is true that in the counterfactual continuation of his opera composing, assuming that copyright did not exist, no one would be forcing Verdi to write operas, unlike conscription or slavery. But would conscripting him to write operas under penalty of jail be very different than inducing him to write operas by removing his ownership of past operas? Should not Verdi have been allowed the choice to take it easy, as a well-earned reward for his previous efforts?

Some other hypothetical examples may prove instructive. Let us say that empirical analyses were to show that artists of various types produced much better works when they were impoverished, as in the instance of the archetypical “starving artist.” Would we, as a society, approve a law removing all forms of unearned wealth (inheritance, gifts) from these artists, so as to increase the output of their creative works, benefitting society as a whole, even if these artists were barely subsisting? Admittedly, these actions directly harm the artist, and treat the artist differently than other individuals—but taking an inheritance, say, from the artist and distributing it to the rest of the population is categorized in economic efficiency parlance as merely a “transfer,” so the artist’s loss is an equivalent gain to someone else; at the same time, the artist presumably continues to produce more works of social value. Efficiency theory would seem to indicate that such a law was worthwhile. Similarly, would society approve a special confiscatory income tax for artists, to keep them poor and productive?

54 See MICHELE BOLDRIN & DAVID K. LEVINE, AGAINST INTELLECTUAL MONOPOLY 7–9 (2008); Plant, supra note 13, at 170–75.
55 See F.M. Scherer, The Emergence of Musical Copyright in Europe from 1709 to 1850, 5 REV. ECON. RES. ON COPYRIGHT ISSUES 3, 11 (2008).
56 See BOLDRIN & LEVINE, supra note 54, at 124–27.
Finally, would we deprive psychiatric drugs from a Van Gogh, if the drugs would improve his emotional outlook but also stop him from creating works like “Starry Night”? Would not economic efficiency require such behavior? These illustrations are meant to demonstrate possible conflicts between economic efficiency and morality.

Opponents of copyright often act as if the public, represented by the “public domain,” has a moral right to the works of artists—in other words, that the public has a right to remove the works from private ownership. But the public has no such moral justification—it is merely the public’s acquisitiveness that provides the impetus to increase the public domain. Yet there are limits beyond which copyright critics have yet to tread. For example, there does not appear to be a clear articulation by copyright critics arguing for forcibly removing unpublished (perhaps unfinished) works from an author’s private possession, but those same critics seem to feel no compunction in removing such works once they have been published. In truth, there is virtually no difference between the two cases except that in the latter case the author would be allowed to earn some revenues for a short time prior to having his work removed from his control. Somehow, the act of making the work public by trying to sell copies of it, is treated as an invitation to remove ownership, whereas keeping the work to oneself is thought to be an action that should not be violated by removing the work from the artist’s control. Perhaps it is the lack of commercialization that causes the removal of ownership rights in the latter case to be considered beyond the pale, but there seems little reason to treat the two differently.

It is also worth repeating that the argument against copyright is usually premised on the claim that weakening or removing copyright would enhance efficiency. This presumed increase in efficiency has not been and probably cannot be empirically demonstrated, however.

CONCLUSION

By providing a property right, copyright allows the market to determine which creative works will be rewarded through paid consumption and, therefore, allows the market to influence which creative works are produced. History has taught that it is much better to use unregulated markets than to rely upon non-market alternatives, if we are interested in achieving economic efficiency.

The only economic distinction between creative works and other, more typical economic goods, is that creative works have the property of being

57 See Michele Boldrin & David K. Levine, Intellectual Property and the Efficient Allocation of Social Surplus from Creation, in 2 REV. ECON. RES. ON COPYRIGHT ISSUES 45, 65 (2005) (characterizing the assertion that leaving ideas in the public domain is socially inefficient, leading to a “tragedy of the commons” for creative activity, as a common fallacy).
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non-rivalrous. This property implies that the market will not produce the “ideal” number of copies for any given work, opening the door to the possibility that some method of production, other than the market, might lead to a superior result. But just because the market is imperfect is no reason to believe that non-market alternatives will be any better.

The producers of artistic works have strong “moral rights” for the ownership of their works. The creator of a work seems more deserving of ownership rights than the owners of almost any other form of property.

Given that there are both efficiency arguments in favor of private ownership of creative works, and a compelling moral case in favor of private ownership of creative works, it becomes clear that allowing ownership over these works, which takes the form of copyright in modern economies, should be the default position for a society to take. Therefore, it should require very strong evidence of inefficiencies in copyright industries before we should consider claims that copyright should be overturned or abolished. Such evidence has certainly not, at this juncture, been presented by critics of copyright.